NOTICE
Advt. No. Phase-VIII/2020/Selection Posts
Post Code NW11720 Post Name Assistant Communication Officer

Correction of Typographical Error

With reference to Advt. No. Phase-VIII/2020/Selection Posts issued vide F.No. 15/3/2019/RHQ and uploaded on the website, it is informed that word ‘of’ has been typed wrongly instead of typing ‘or’ at the place between ‘Electronics and Communication’ and ‘Information Technology’. The Essential Qualification for the post of Assistant Communication Officer (Post Code NW11720) in Directorate of Coordination Police Wireless, MHA may be read as: -

“Bachelor of Technology or Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Science (Engineering) degree in Electronics or Electronics and Communication or Information Technology or Computer Science or Information and Communication Technology from a recognized University or Institute.

OR

Bachelor’s Degree in science with Electronics or Electronics and Communication or Computer Science or Information Technology or Physics as one of the subjects from a recognized University or Institute with one year experience in Radio Communication or Computer Communication or Satellite Communication or Cyber Security of any Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertaking organization.”

Note: Candidate studied above subject in all the years shall only be considered as eligible.

(Wren Mishra) 02.03.2020
Dy. Regional Director